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Whether you are seeking fortresses or wilderness, hip nightlife or stunning
seafood, the Dalmatian Coast has much to offer. From Dubrovnik, one of the
world’s finest fortified cities, to the many scattered islands and islets off the
shore, this region of Croatia is home to the country’s loveliest coastal towns.
Footprint Focus provides invaluable information on transport, accommodation,
eating and entertainment to ensure that your trip includes the best of this
authentic region of Croatia. • Essentials section with useful advice on getting to
and around Dubrovnik and the Dalmatian Coast. • Comprehensive, up-to-date
listings of where to eat, sleep and explore. • Includes information on tour
operators and activities, from boat tours to open-air markets. • Detailed maps for
Dubrovnik and around. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed
information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known attractions, Footprint
Focus Dubrovnik & Dalmatian Coast provides concise and comprehensive
coverage of one of Croatia’s most glorious regions. The content of the Footprint
Focus Dubrovnik & Dalmatian Coast guide has been extracted from Footprint’s
Croatia Full-Colour Guide.
Delhi bombards the senses with its vibrant chaos, yet not far away is the peace
of the mountains. From spiritual pursuits to mountain trekking, Footprint Focus
provides invaluable information on transport, accommodation, eating and
entertainment to ensure that your trip includes the best of this fascinating country.
• Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and around Northwest India.
• Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and play. • Includes
information on tour operators and activities, from spectacular railway journeys to
Raj relics. • Detailed maps for Delhi & around. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket.
With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known
attractions, Footprint Focus Delhi & Northwest India provides concise and
comprehensive coverage of one of the most beautiful regions of India.
The book contains a comprehensive selection of outstanding and influential
articles on bilingual education in the USA and the rest of the world. It is designed
for instructors and students, with questions and activities based on each of the 19
readings for students to engage in active learning.
This title provides information on the best attractions and sites that Skye and the
Outer Hebrides have to offer
This book offers a detailed analysis of the strategies and methodologies of
successful collaborative grant writing, as well as practical guidance on the
interpersonal leadership requirements of managing grantseeking projects. • Four
samples of funded collaborative grants, complete with annotations and reviewers'
comments, provide a starting point for developing your own collaborative
proposals • Includes a collection of 179 sample questionnaire items useful for
generating a customized Collaboration Rating Form for your specific situation •
Includes a comprehensive Meeting Evaluation form containing 15 points of
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attitudinal information from collaborators • A bibliography contains more than 70
significant books, journals, theses, websites, and other resources for
grantseeking • A helpful index facilitates cross-referencing important subjects
The Rough Guide to New York City is the ultimate travel guide to the city that
never sleeps. With full color throughout and dozens of photos to illustrate New
York City's great buildings, iconic landmarks, and distinctive neighborhoods, this
updated guidebook will show you the best the city has to offer. The Rough Guide
to New York City includes itineraries to help you explore all the must-see sights,
discover great places to eat, and experience the city outside of the traditional
tourist's path. You'll also find detailed information neighborhood-byneighborhood, whether you want to visit the historic Financial District, Chelsea's
High Line park, the churches of Harlem, Brooklyn's Coney Island, or even the
farthest reaches of the Bronx. New York City has something for everyone - art
galleries and museums, festivals and nightlife--and The Rough Guide to New
York City uncovers it all, revealing hidden gems in some of the most popular
areas and including all kinds of highlights in its "Top 5" lists. Detailed color maps
for each neighborhood, plus a subway map and practical information on all the
essentials, make getting around easy. Make the most of your time with The
Rough Guide to New York City. Series Overview: For more than thirty years,
adventurous travelers have turned to Rough Guides for up-to-date and intuitive
information from expert authors. With opinionated and lively writing, honest
reviews, and a strong cultural background, Rough Guides travel books bring
more than 200 destinations to life. Visit RoughGuides.com to learn more.
Charter a fishing boat at Panjim and watch as the palm trees on the beach
recede into the distance. Visit 200 hundred-year-old spice plantations or the
Saturday Night Bazaar where live music and food stalls lend the bazaar a festival
atmosphere. Travel through humble fishing villages on the Arabian Sea or rustic
colonial towns, where jungles twist their way around churches and basilicas.
Entering Goa via India’s most vibrant city, Mumbai, Footprint Focus will prove an
invaluable companion. • Essentials section with practical tips on getting there
and around. • Background section with fascinating information on the region’s
unique history and culture. • Comprehensive listings of where to eat, sleep & play
in Goa and in Mumbai. • Detailed street maps for Mumbai, Panjim and other
important towns. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. Loaded with advice and
information, this concise Footprint Focus guide will help you get the most out of
Goa without weighing you down. The content of the Footprint Focus Goa (with
Mumbai) guide has been extracted from Footprint’s India Handbook.
When the rain stops falling and the mist clears there is no more beautiful place
on Earth than Scotland’s northernmost archipelagos, the Orkney and Shetland
Islands. Leave the Scottish mainland and set foot on a land of ancient relics,
deserted beaches and stunning wildlife. Norse settlers occupied these islands for
centuries, making for a unique cultural mix of Scandinavian and Scottish
influences. Footprintfocus Orkney & Shetland Islands gives you the information
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you need to get the most out of your trip; covering beautiful coastlines,
mysterious ancient monuments, evocative bays and glorious wilderness, along
with the best places to stay and eat and where to enjoy a wee dram of your
favourite malt whiskey. • Includes Essentials section with indispensable
information on getting around. • Get off the beaten track and discover jawdropping scenery and experience real wilderness. • Accommodation listings
aplenty, plus where to eat and drink. • Detailed street maps will help you find
your way around. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. Packed with practical and
detailed advice on how to navigate these ancient archipelagos, this concise
Footprintfocus guide helps you make the most out of your trip without weighing
you down
This academically integrated text offers the first in-depth
astrological/psychological guide to empower and transform one's life and
perspective. All cross-disciplined and academic subjects that can be integrated
into this philosophic structure are refere
Galicia Footprint Focus GuideFootprint Travel Guides
Footprintfocus Siena and Southern Tuscany is the only dedicated guide available
covering this popular Italian destination. Features an Essentials section with
practical tips to help plan a trip, detailed information on attractions and
comprehensive listings of where to eat, sleep and have fun. • Essentials section
with tips on getting there and around • Up-to-date recommendations of great
places to stay and eat • Highlights map of the region plus detailed street maps
where relevant • Slim enough to fit in a pocket Loaded with advice and
information on how to get around, this concise Footprintfocus guide will help
travellers get the most out of Siena and Southern Tuscany without weighing them
down. The content of the Footprintfocus Siena and Southern Tuscany guide has
been extracted from Footprint's Tuscany guide.
Ruggedly beautiful, Yorkshire has much to offer travellers. From the historic and
gorgeous city of York, to the breathtaking moors crashing into the sea on sheer
cliffs, Yorkshire is also home to the busy modern nightlife of larger cities such as
Leeds and Sheffield. Footprint Focus provides invaluable information on
transport, accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that your trip
includes the best of this alluring region of the UK. • Essentials section with useful
advice on getting to and around Yorkshire. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings
of where to eat, sleep and seek adventure. • Includes information on tour
operators and activities, from cheese-tasting to hiking in the moors. • Detailed
maps for Yorkshire and around. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed
information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known attractions, Footprint
Focus Yorkshire provides concise and comprehensive coverage of one of
England’s most marvellous regions.
Master the Principles of Effective Drug Therapy Current, concise, and optimized
for today’s nursing practice, Focus on Nursing Pharmacology makes challenging
concepts more approachable to establish a foundation for effective drug therapy
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throughout your nursing career. This updated 8th edition builds on your
knowledge of physiology, chemistry and nursing fundamentals to help you
conceptualize need-to-know information about each group of drugs, while
engaging learning features cultivate your clinical application, critical thinking and
patient education capabilities. NEW! Concept Mastery Alerts alert you to
commonly misunderstood concepts. NEW! Unfolding case-based vignettes
written by the National League for Nursing bring concepts to life through realistic
clinical scenarios. Concise, streamlined approach emphasizes need-to-know
information for efficient learning. Nursing Processes clarify the process for
planning patient-centered care. Critical Thinking Scenarios guide you through the
collection and application of data for commonly encountered clinical interactions.
Nursing Considerations sections detail the rationale behind each nursing
intervention to enhance your clinical decision-making capabilities. Drug Lists at
the beginning of each chapter enable fast identification of prototype drugs for
each class. Drugs in Focus tables provide at-a-glance reference for generic and
trade names, usual dosage and indications for each drug within a class. Focus
on Safe Medication Administration boxes help you ensure patient safety and
increase the therapeutic effectiveness of drugs. Focus on the Evidence boxes
identify the best nursing practices associated with specific drugs based on
available evidence. Focus on Herbal and Alternative Therapies alert you to
known interactions with specific herbs or alternative therapies that could affect
drug actions. Focus on Calculations refine your calculation and measurement
skills. Focus on Drug Therapy Across the Lifespan boxes provide quick access to
drug class considerations for use with children, adults and the elderly. Focus on
Gender Considerations and Focus on Cultural Considerations help you ensure
effective, culturally sensitive drug therapy across diverse populations. Check
Your Understanding sections equip you for your exams with NCLEX®-style
review questions, including alternate-format questions. Watch and Learn videos
available on thePoint® help you avoid medication errors in practice.
Whether you want to explore the historical towns of Normandy, contemplate the
evocative relics of war at the Landing Beaches, or sip the finest Calvados in
picturesque rusticity, Footprint Focus proves an invaluable guide. This compact
yet concise book will steer you towards the most interesting sights that
Normandy’s coast has to offer, as well as ensuring you enjoy undiscovered
corners too. Comprehensive listings of the best food, drink and accommodation
will help you make the most of your trip. • Essentials section with useful advice
on getting to and around the Normandy Coast, Caen, the Landing Beaches and
Mont St Michel • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and
play. • Includes information on tour operators and activities, from sampling
Normandy cider to climbing the magnificent Mont St Michel. • Detailed maps for
the Normandy Coast and other key destinations. • Slim enough to fit in your
pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known
attractions, Footprint Focus Normandy Coast (includes Caen, the Landing
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Beaches & Mont St Michel) provides concise and comprehensive coverage of
one of France’s most historically fascinating regions. The content of the Footprint
Focus Normandy Coast (includes Caen, the Landing Beaches & Mont St Michel)
guide has been extracted from Footprint’s Normandy Full-Color Guide.
Take a plunge off Mexico’s Caribbean coastline and marvel at the coral and plants that have
been popular with divers since the 1960s. Trek inland and visit Mayan ruins immersed in
ancient forests. Stop briefly at the popular sites in Uxmal and Tulum, but stay as long as you
like at the lesser-known monuments that are off the beaten path. Footprint Focus Cancún &
Yucatán Peninsula provides thorough coverage of the area, with detailed information on
everything from flamingo feeding grounds to beach resorts in Cancún. Includes Background
section with fascinating insights into the history of the peninsula. • Essentials section with
practical advice on getting there and around. • Highlights map so you know what not to miss. •
Comprehensive listings including where to eat, sleep, and have fun. • Detailed street maps for
Cancún, Campeche and other important towns and sights. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket.
Loaded with advice and information, this concise Footprint Focus guide will help you get the
most out of the Yucatán Peninsula without weighing you down. The content of Footprint Focus
Cancún & Yucatán Peninsula guide has been extracted from Footprint’s Mexico Handbook
The Basque region remains unspoilt by tourism. Whether you want to discover ancient towns
steeped in tradition and age-old customs, the buzzy cultural capital of Bilbao, San Sebastian’s
stunning beaches or just sample some of the finest seafood and cider then the Footprint Focus
guide to Bilbao & Basque Region will help you get off the beaten path and really get to know
the place. • Essentials section with practical advice on getting around. • Highlights map so you
know what not to miss. • Comprehensive listings including where to eat, sleep and have fun. •
Detailed street maps for Bilbao and other important towns. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket.
Loaded with advice and information, this concise Footprint Focus guide will help you get the
most out of Bilbao without weighing you down. The content of Footprint Focus Bilbao &
Basque Region guide has been extracted from Footprint’s Northern Spain Handbook.
Written by nationally recognized anthropologists Conrad Kottak and Lara Descartes, this
ethnography of largely white, middle class families in a town in the midwest explores the role
that the media play in influencing how those families cope with everyday work/family issues.
The book insightfully reports that families struggle with, and make work/family decisions based
largely on the images and ideas they receive from media sources, though they strongly deny
being so influenced. An ideal book for teaching undergraduate family, media, and methods
courses.
The Northwest is an amalgamation of dynamic cities and beautiful landscapes. From the
historic charm of Chester to walking in the Peak District, this region can’t fail to impress.
Footprint Focus provides invaluable information on transport, accommodation, eating and
entertainment to ensure that your trip includes the best of this wonderful region of the UK. •
Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and around the Northwest. •
Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and seek adventure. • Includes
information on tour operators and activities, from cycling in the Isle of Man to listening to music
in Manchester. • Detailed maps for the Northwest and the main cities in the region. • Slim
enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many lesserknown attractions, Footprint Focus Northwest England (Includes Peak District & Isle of Man)
provides concise and comprehensive coverage of one of England’s most lively regions.
Argyll truly has its own special beauty. From peaceful wooded glens to beautiful beaches;
gorgeous little fishing ports to romantic castles, Argyll and the Inner Hebrides have all the
ingredients of a classic Scottish holiday. Footprint Focus provides invaluable information on
transport, accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that your trip includes the best
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of this beautiful region of Scotland. • Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and
around Argyll and the Inner Hebrides • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat,
sleep and seek adventure • Includes information on tour operators and activities, from
sampling the finest whiskey to sea fishing. • Detailed maps for Argyll and the Inner Hebrides. •
Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many
lesser-known attractions, Footprint Focus Argyll & Inner Hebrides (Includes Oban, Mull, Iona,
Islay, Jura & Arran) provides concise and comprehensive coverage of one of Scotland’s most
varied and stunning regions. The content of the Footprint Focus Argyll & Inner Hebrides
(Includes Oban, Mull, Iona, Islay, Jura & Arran) guide has been extracted from the Scotland
Highlands and Islands Footprint Handbook.
An amalgamation of many cultures, the Eastern Pyrenees is a fantastic region to visit. From
towering mountainscapes in Aragón, to the exotic buzz of Perpignan, to the proud Catalan
capital, Barcelona; the Eastern Pyrenees truly offer something for everyone. Footprint Focus
provides invaluable information on transport, accommodation, eating and entertainment to
ensure that your trip includes the best of this vibrant region of Europe. • Essentials section with
useful advice on getting to and around the Eastern Pyrenees. • Comprehensive, up-to-date
listings of where to eat, sleep and play. • Includes information on tour operators and activities,
from hot-air balloon rides to astounding architecture. • Detailed maps for the key destinations
in the Eastern Pyrenees. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all
the main sights, plus many lesser-known attractions, Footprint Focus Eastern Pyrenees
(includes Barcelona & Perpignan) provides concise and comprehensive coverage of one of
Europe’s most dynamic regions.
Whether you want to explore the history of Joan of Arc, experience the joie de vivre of Rouen,
or stroll through the wooded valley of the Seine, Footprint Focus proves an invaluable guide.
This compact yet concise book will steer you towards the most interesting sights that Upper
Normandy has to offer, as well as ensuring you enjoy undiscovered corners too.
Comprehensive listings of the best food, drink and accommodation will help you make the
most of your trip. • Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and around Rouen and
Upper Normandy. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and play. •
Includes information on tour operators and activities, from stylish shopping to climbing up to
chateaux. • Detailed maps for the Upper Normandy and other key destinations. • Slim enough
to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known
attractions, Footprint Focus Rouen & Upper Normandy provides concise and comprehensive
coverage of one of France’s most interesting regions. The content of the Footprint Focus
Rouen & Upper Normandy guide has been extracted from Footprint’s Normandy Full-Color
Guide.
Go for an early morning walk along the Corniche – Beirut’s seaside promenade – and watch
as the Mediterranean Sea laps against the rocks while the summits of Mount Lebanon
dominate the horizon to the east. Enjoy a strong black coffee here before hitting Hamra to
experience Beirut’s bustling commercial side or the old Central District to admire the elegantly
restored Ottoman and French-colonial buildings – a demonstration of Beirut’s determination to
become the ‘Paris of the East’ once again. Footprintfocus Beirut features practical advice on
getting to and around this up-and-coming city, along with fascinating insights into Beirut’s
culture and history. • Essentials section with practical advice on getting there and around. •
Highlights maps of the region so you know what not to miss. • Comprehensive, up-to-date
listings of where to eat, drink and sleep. • Detailed street maps for Beirut and key destinations.
• Slim enough to fit in your pocket. Loaded with advice and information on how to get around,
this concise Footprintfocus guide will help you get the most out of Beirut without weighing you
down.
Explore one of Tamil Nadu’s many grand Hindu temples, stopping to savour the smell of
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jasmine garlands piled up before carved granite gods. Crane your neck to see the top of these
towering pyramid-like temples adorned with the statues of deities, warriors and dancers.
Escape the heat by following the footsteps of the British colonialists into the charming hill
stations, or go surround yourself by nature in the blue Nilgiri mountains. Featuring detailed
coverage of this wonderfully diverse region, Footprint Focus Chennai & Tamil Nadu will prove
an invaluable companion. • Essentials section with practical tips on getting there and around. •
Background section with fascinating information on the region’s unique history, culture &
cuisine. • Comprehensive listings of where to eat, sleep & play including festivals and horse
riding. • Detailed street maps for important cities and towns. • Slim enough to fit in your
pocket. Loaded with advice and information, this concise Footprint Focus guide will help you
get the most out of Tamil Nadu without weighing you down. The content of the Footprint Focus
Chennai & Tamil Nadu guide has been extracted from Footprint’s India Handbook.
With Roman ruins, Byzantine churches & Venetian town houses, this area of Croatia is
stunning whatever your taste. From the undulating vineyards of Istria, to the historic ports of
Kvarner, this region is known as the ‘Tuscany of Croatia’. Footprint Focus provides invaluable
information on transport, accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that your trip
includes the best of this beautiful region of Croatia. • Essentials section with useful advice on
getting to and around Istria & the north Dalmatian Coast. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings
of where to eat, sleep and play. • Includes information on tour operators and activities, from
national parks to Byzantine mosaics. • Detailed maps for Istria and around. • Slim enough to fit
in your pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known
attractions, Footprint Focus Istria & Kvarner provides concise and comprehensive coverage of
one of Croatia’s most gorgeous regions. The content of the Footprint Focus Istria & Kvarner
guide has been extracted from Footprint’s Croatia Full-Colour Guide.
Catalunya is fiercely independent, and packs a lot into a small space. From sampling a crisp,
sparkling bottle of cava to exploring magnificent national parks, Catalunya will not fail to
entertain. Footprint Focus provides invaluable information on transport, accommodation, eating
and entertainment to ensure that your trip includes the best of this flamboyant region of Spain.
• Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and around Catalunya. • Comprehensive,
up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and play. • Includes information on tour operators and
activities, from finding the best nightlife to the top places for winter sports. • Detailed maps for
Catalunya’s key destinations. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on
all the main sights, plus many lesser-known attractions, Footprint Focus Catalunya provides
concise and comprehensive coverage of one of Spain’s most fun-loving regions. The content
of the Footprint Focus Catalunya guide has been extracted from Footprint’s Spain Guide.
Hike along one of Asia’s most stunning volcano chains before spending a relaxing evening at
one of the nearby hill resorts. Visit one of the world’s great Buddhist monuments, the
Borobudur, and prepared to be overwhelmed by the size of this giant pyramid-like shrine
adorned with over 500 Buddha statues. From the crowded, bustling streets of Jakarta to the art
deco architecture of Bandung, Footprintfocus Java will help you make the most out of your trip.
Includes a Background section with fascinating insights into the history and culture of Java. •
Essentials section with practical advice on getting there and around. • Comprehensive listings
including where to eat & sleep, and have fun. • Detailed street maps for Jakarta and other
important towns and cities. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. Loaded with advice and
information, this concise Footprintfocus guide will help you get the most out of Java without
weighing you down. The content of Footprintfocus Java guide has been extracted from
Footprint’s Southeast Asia Handbook.
Science, engineering, and technology permeate nearly every facet of modern life and hold the
key to solving many of humanity's most pressing current and future challenges. The United
States' position in the global economy is declining, in part because U.S. workers lack
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fundamental knowledge in these fields. To address the critical issues of U.S. competitiveness
and to better prepare the workforce, A Framework for K-12 Science Education proposes a new
approach to K-12 science education that will capture students' interest and provide them with
the necessary foundational knowledge in the field. A Framework for K-12 Science Education
outlines a broad set of expectations for students in science and engineering in grades K-12.
These expectations will inform the development of new standards for K-12 science education
and, subsequently, revisions to curriculum, instruction, assessment, and professional
development for educators. This book identifies three dimensions that convey the core ideas
and practices around which science and engineering education in these grades should be built.
These three dimensions are: crosscutting concepts that unify the study of science through their
common application across science and engineering; scientific and engineering practices; and
disciplinary core ideas in the physical sciences, life sciences, and earth and space sciences
and for engineering, technology, and the applications of science. The overarching goal is for all
high school graduates to have sufficient knowledge of science and engineering to engage in
public discussions on science-related issues, be careful consumers of scientific and technical
information, and enter the careers of their choice. A Framework for K-12 Science Education is
the first step in a process that can inform state-level decisions and achieve a researchgrounded basis for improving science instruction and learning across the country. The book will
guide standards developers, teachers, curriculum designers, assessment developers, state
and district science administrators, and educators who teach science in informal environments.
This region takes in the contrasts of India. From the brash and chaotic Delhi, through Varanasi,
India’s holiest city, to the cultural hub that is Kolkata, these cities will truly provide an
experience of India. Footprint Focus provides invaluable information on transport,
accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that your trip includes the best of these
dynamic destinations. • Essentials section with useful advice on getting to Delhi, Varanasi and
Kolkata. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and play. • Includes
information on tour operators and activities, from tightly packed markets to visiting the holy
riverbank. • Detailed maps for Delhi, Kolkata and other key destinations. • Slim enough to fit in
your pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many lesser-known
attractions, Footprint Focus Delhi to Kolkata provides concise and comprehensive coverage of
one of India’s most fascinating regions. The content of Footprint Focus Delhi to Kolkata guide
has been extracted from Footprint's India Handbook.
The Northwest Highlands is the Scotland of mist-shrouded glens, towering mountain peaks,
windswept purple heather hillsides and brooding lochs. Explore this mysterious land with the
aid of Footprint Focus, which will guide you to the best of the Northwest Highlands’
accommodation, restaurants, tours, and tips on spotting the Loch Ness Monster. • Essentials
section with useful advice on getting to and around the Northwest Highlands • Comprehensive,
up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and seek adventure • Includes information on tour
operators and activities, from dolphin cruises to mountain hiking. • Detailed maps for the
Northwest Highlands. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all the
main sights, plus many lesser-known attractions, Footprint Focus Northwest Highlands of
Scotland (Includes Inverness, Fort William, Glen Coe, Wester Ross & Ullapool) provides
concise and comprehensive coverage of Scotland’s most wild and exhilarating region. The
content of the Footprint Focus Northwest Highlands of Scotland (Includes Inverness, Fort
William, Glen Coe & Ullapool) guide has been extracted from the Scotland Highlands and
Islands Footprint Handbook.
Whether you are seeking indulgent cream teas, brilliant beaches, Cornish myths & legends or
the wilderness of moorland, this Footprint Focus guide will prove an invaluable companion to
any trip to Devon & Cornwall. The most westerly point of England has an independent spirit
that will enchant any visitor, and Footprint’s up-to-date listings of the best of restaurants,
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accommodation, activities and off-the-beaten-track places to visit will ensure that you make the
most of your trip. • Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and around Devon,
Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep and
play. • Includes information on tour operators and activities, from surfing to exploring castles. •
Detailed maps for the region. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on
all the attractions, plus many lesser-known sights, Footprint Focus Devon & Cornwall (Includes
Isles of Scilly) provides concise and comprehensive coverage of one of Britain’s best-loved
regions. The content of the Footprint Focus Devon & Cornwall (Includes Isles of Scilly) guide
has been extracted from Footprint England.
The Camino de Santiago has experienced a striking revival. Cutting across Spain from the
Pyrenees in the east, to Santiago de Compostela in the west, it leads you through the varied
and beautiful ancient kingdoms of northern Spain. Footprint Focus provides invaluable
information on transport, accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that your trip
includes the best of this medieval pilgrim route. • Essentials section with useful advice on
getting to and along the Camino de Santiago. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to
eat, sleep and play. • Includes information on tour operators and activities, from sampling red
wine in La Rioja to the magnificent cathedral at Santiago. • Detailed maps for the Camino de
Santiago. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights,
plus many lesser-known places of interest, Footprint Focus Camino de Santiago provides
concise and comprehensive coverage of Spain’s most famous historical route. The content of
the Footprint Focus Camino de Santiago guide has been extracted from Footprint’s Northern
Spain Handbook.
Galicia is a remote region of Spain, offering a variety of rural and urban landscapes that are
just a bit different. From its wild Celtic heritage to its convivial towns serving superb seafood,
modern life has brought relatively little change to Galicia’s traditional lifestyle. Footprint Focus
provides invaluable information on transport, accommodation, eating and entertainment to
ensure that your trip includes the best of this fascinating region of Spain. • Essentials section
with useful advice on getting to and around Galicia. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of
where to eat, sleep and play. • Includes information on tour operators and activities, from
eating delicious seafood to following the footsteps of pilgrims. • Detailed maps for Galicia’s
key destinations. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all the main
sights, plus many lesser-known attractions, Footprint Focus Galicia provides concise and
comprehensive coverage of one of Spain’s most far-flung regions. The content of the Footprint
Focus Galicia guide has been extracted from Footprint’s Northern Spain Handbook.
Thoroughly updated, this book introduces the major issues involved in designing and
conducting original research relevant to the fields of library and information science. * Library
and information science examples to explain research methodologies and techniques *
Explanations and examples of sampling procedures * A table for determining sample sizes and
a random number table * Notes at the end of each chapter, plus a list of more than 400
research-related references at the end of the book
Valencia & Murcia have it all: gorgeous beaches, stylish cities and pretty, low-key towns. From
the sun-drenched beaches of Valencia to Murcia’s delightful, flower-filled squares, Valencia &
Murcia are great provinces from which to enjoy the Mediterranean coastline as well as indulge
in authentic Spanish traditions. Footprint Focus provides invaluable information on transport,
accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that your trip includes the best of this
fascinating region of Spain. • Essentials section with useful advice on getting to and around
the provinces of Valencia & Murcia. • Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep
and play. • Includes information on tour operators and activities, from sampling great tapas to
attending traditional fiestas. • Detailed maps for the provinces of Valencia & Murcia. • Slim
enough to fit in your pocket. With detailed information on all the main sights, plus many lesserPage 9/10
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known attractions, Footprint Focus Valencia & Murcia provides concise and comprehensive
coverage of one of Spain’s most popular regions.
Footprintfocus Marseille and Western Provence explores this popular French destination,
which was European Capital of Culture 2013. Fully updated to incorporate the changes that
have occurred in the city, this guide features an Essentials section with practical tips to help
plan a trip, detailed information on attractions and comprehensive listings of where to eat,
sleep and have fun. • Essentials section with tips on getting there and around • Up-to-date
recommendations of great places to stay and eat • Highlights map of the region plus detailed
street maps where relevant • Slim enough to fit in a pocket Loaded with advice and information
on how to get around, this concise Footprintfocus guide will help travellers get the most out of
Marseille and Western Provence without weighing them down.
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